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THE LOGICAL PROBLEM STATED 

The logical problem of evil is formed by three statements about God and 
evil: (1) God as good must desire to abolish all evil; (2) God as omniscient 
and omnipotent must be able to abolish all evil; and (3) evil exists. Individ
ually considered, the three statements are acceptable, but collectively they 
produce serious problems. If any two of the statements are true, the third is 
contradictory and false. If it is true that God is all-powerful, all-knowing, and 
good, then it is false that evil exists. If God is all-knowing and all-powerful 
and if evil exists, then God is not good. Or if God is good and evil exists, the 
only conclusion possible is that God is limited in either power or knowledge, 
and most likely limited in both. 

The implication of these contradictions for traditional Christian theism is 
clear. One statement within its essential structure is false or, conversely, a 
statement that is contradictory to its basic tenets is true. Either God is not om
niscient and omnipotent, or God is not good, or evil does not exist. Thus, 
Christian theism in its traditional form apparently does not simply lack ra
tional support; it is fundamentally irrational in its adherence to inconsistent 
and incoherent statements. The Christian theist could, perhaps, avoid the log
ical difficulty by modifying the concepts of God and evil. For example: (1) 
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The existence of evil could be denied; (2) God could be understood as too 
limited in power and knowledge to overcome evil; or (3) God may be viewed 
as omnipotent and omniscient but not morally perfect or good. These are pos
sible solutions to the evident contradictions. 

A few Christian theists have modified the concepts of God and evil as 
expressed in the logical problem. A notable example is E. S. Brightman's 
understanding of God as finite-infinite. However, very few theists have 
adopted modifications of this type, for the denial of any one of the three op
posed statements in the logical problem, be that denial total or partial, un
ravels a portion of what is usually understood as essential to Christian theism. 
Yet it remains equally difficult to maintain consistently and coherently the 
three statements. The dilemma is thus sharply formed—either deny an essen
tial element of Christian theism or accept the conclusion that Christian theism 
is irrational. 

THE FALLACY OF MISPLACED CONCRETENESS 

The fallacy of misplaced concreteness1 is a danger in all reflection, but 
most notably in the reflective construction and criticism of synoptic perspec
tives. In constructing a synoptic perspective, we seek "to frame a coherent, 
logical, necessary system of general ideas in terms of which every element 
of our experience can be interpreted."2 The central synoptic task is always 
the establishment of ideas and categories that are universally applicable. If 
we do not construct a system but seek to examine critically such endeavors, 
our task assumes divergent shapes. We could patiently describe and classify 
the language used to explain the world. Or, if we judge synoptic questions to 
arise from linguistic puzzlement, the task becomes not the solution of the 
puzzles but their dissolution in analysis. Criticism may also take the shape of 
a search for clarity as to the nature and the viability of the universally appli
cable ideas and categories. Statement, proof, and refutation are here primary 
concerns. But no matter what shape criticism takes, it shares with synoptic 
thought a fallacious form of reasoning. Both may commit the fallacy of mis
placed concreteness by failing to recognize abstractions as such and by iden
tifying the abstractions with concrete categories and ideas or even with the 
concrete itself. Quite easily, and often deceptively, we substitute the partial 
for the complete and establish it as the controlling factor in a synoptic system 
or its criticism. Fragments and simplicities are more readily handled than to-

Ά . N. Whitehead, Science and the Modern World (New York: Free Press, 1967) 51. Cf. 
his Process and Reality (New York: Free Press, 1969) 10, 24-25. 

2Whitehead, Process and Reality, 5. 
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talities and complexities or ideas about them. So we frequently accept the 
fragment or simplicity as if it were the richness of the whole, and we frame 
a set of ideas in terms of the abstracted fragment or the abstracted simplicity. 
In so doing we, synoptic thinker and critic alike, commit the fallacy of mis
placed concreteness. 

The substitution of the part for the whole, the abstraction for the con
crete, is unavoidable and clearly human, but it constitutes a failure of our 
thought. Our human failure, however, may be softened if only the partial per
spectives are critically tested, modified when necessary, and extended where 
good sense allows. The community and its dialectical process may secure 
some softening but not final resolution. An accurate and rigorous expression 
of universally applicable ideas and categories is, indeed, the persistent goal 
of the dialectic. But each idea and category, universally applicable, requires 
constant scrutiny and rescrutiny or, if you will, ceaseless worrying and re-
worrying. Resolution and rescrutiny are necessary and complementary ele
ments in the search for concrete expression and thought. Their mixture is 
sometimes volatile, often rhythmic, but always essential. Yet in pursuing res
olution and rescrutiny we too often persist in the fallacious mistaking of the 
part (the abstract) for the whole (the concrete), or we have some sense of the 
whole but fallaciously continue to explain it in terms of the partial. Our mis
take does not lie simply in the partiality of our understanding. Partiality is our 
lot. The mistake rather lies in three areas: (1) our failure to recognize abstrac
tions as abstractions; (2) our confidence that the abstract idea, though it is 
limited by our perspective, is the most concrete idea possible or even the con
crete reality itself; and, (3) our refusal to rescrutinize our abstractions and to 
seek dialectically the more concrete. The concrete cannot be identified with 
the abstract, but it can be approximated by the dialectical criticism of our ab
stractions and universally applicable ideas—but this we forget, advocate and 
critic alike. 

The fallacy of misplaced concreteness occurs in Christian reflection and 
its criticism. Christian thinkers and their critics necessarily attempt to under
stand the most concrete of all ideas and actualities—God as Ultimate Reality, 
the Source of all creation, the Redeemer who acts in history, the Loving 
Companion. Yet the universally applicable ideas used in this attempt never 
encompass the encompassing God. The ideas remain incomplete. But the in
completeness in our systems, as well as in the various criticisms of them, 
does not preclude our use of the most concrete language possible with which 
to structure our ideas and criticisms. To the contrary, the incompleteness is 
an opportunity to use fuller, richer language and to develop more concrete 
categories. The opportunity to use concrete terms is especially present in the 
formulation of both the existential and the theoretical problems of evil. We 
may, in fact, observe at this point that the opportunity to use concrete Ian-
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guage and categories has the mark of at least a hypothetical imperative. If our 
reflections and criticisms are to be relevant, they must arise from and return 
to the most concrete matrix possible. This imperative implies that as a min
imum requirement of relevancy, any approach to the logical problem that 
purports to impact on Christian theism must express the biblical and historical 
concreteness at the basis of Christian theism. In particular this means that any 
approach must connect the concepts of God and evil with the concrete un
derstanding of the Trinity, the cross, the existing individual, and the actual
ity-transformation of the good news. 

Most versions of the traditional logical problem of evil are grounded in a 
set of abstract concepts derived from a weakly Christianized monotheism, a 
general monotheism, or the Gods of the philosophers,3 and, thus, they fail to 
connect their conceptual expression with the concrete matrix of Christian 
theism. They present the terms "God," "good," "evil," "omnipotence," 
and "omniscience" as abstract concepts without roots or with partial and in
adequate roots in redemptive history and Christian experience. These terms, 
however, when considered without reference or with insufficient reference to 
a specific tradition and particular events are devoid of concrete meaning. For 
Christian theism, ' 'God' ' has no concrete meaning apart from a particular se
ries of redemptive events and experiences. "Good" and "evil" are vacuous 
terms when they are separated from such occasions as the cross of Jesus and 
transformed lives. "Omnipotence" and "omniscience" are also empty apart 
from factual groundings in this or that specific happening, as the suffering of 
Hosea or the passion of Jesus. Yet most versions of the logical problem sep
arate their terms and categories from the concrete biblical and historical ma
trix of Christianity. And when these abstract versions of the problem are 
applied to Christian theism, they commit the fallacy of misplaced concrete
ness and render without force their charge that Christian theism is either ir
rational or false. 

THE CONCRETE GOD: 
THE TRINITY AND THE CROSS 

Concrete reflection is essential for both the Christian theist and the critic 
of theism who would address the logical problem of evil. For Christian 
theists, this means that reflection is distinctively and ultimately grounded in 
the concrete reality of the Triune God in self-revelation in redemptive his
tory. And, if Christian theists are to think in trinitarian terms about God and 

3Jurgen Moltmann, The Crucified God, tr. R. A. Wilson and J. Bowden (New York: Har
per and Row, 1974) 235f. 
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God's relation to evil, as well as God's relation to the whole of creation, they 
will constantly focus on the particular event of the cross of Jesus Christ. Be
cause the cross, an event extending into the pre-existence of the Word, His 
life, His passion, His resurrection, and His ultimate victory, is the point at 
which time and eternity intersect and most concretely reveal the Trinity. And, 
most importantly, as Karl Barth states, "it is the mighty act of salvation in 
Jesus Christ as attested by Holy Scripture that the question of the reality, na
ture and function of this alien factor (evil) is seriously raised and seriously 
answered. ' ' 4 This strategic point of redemption is the source of Christian ex
perience and understanding, and it is the key-category for Christian theists in 
their statement and evaluation of the theoretical problem of evil. 

The meaning of concrete reflection, however, is somewhat different for 
the critics of Christian theism's view of the relation of God and evil. If the 
critic is to address the perspective of Christian theism, as a minimum require
ment the critic's statement of the problem should accurately express theism's 
most concrete concepts. The critic may not accept the Trinity and the cross 
as concrete realities, but at least the critic is required to use theism's most 
developed concepts of what it understands as realities. Otherwise the prob
lem's statement, its contradictions, and its indication of either the falsity or 
the irrationality of Christian theism are without meaning. 

In the premodern period of theology (100-1800), the most significant de
velopment in the doctrine of the Trinity was the emergence of orthodox spec
ulation in which God was understood as una substantia et trespersonae, one 
being and three persons. In the orthodox speculation, as seen in the Athan-
asian creed and the filioque controversy, there was little, if any, considera
tion of the Trinity as a redemptive reality. Thought, in contrast, was focused 
on what God is in Himself. The biblical witness to God's nature is always tied 
to the events of history and redemption, but orthodoxy severed the doctrine 
of the Trinity from the concrete events at its base. Modern theology (1800-
1918) neglected even the concept of the Trinity. Such a concept was viewed 
as too speculative for experientially oriented theologies. But current theology 
(1918-present) has witnessed a rediscovery of the idea of the Trinity. In this 
reawakening the Trinity is placed at the heart of an understanding of God, and 
it is seen as a * 'summing up of the gospel. " 5 What was severed by orthodox 
speculation is reunited in current thought. God in Himself—abstracted from 
all relations to the world, evil, and redemption—is replaced by the Trinity as 
a redemptive reality—by God in Christ reconciling the world. 

4Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, ΠΙ, 3: The Doctrine of Creation, tr. G. W. Bromiley 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1961) 366. 

5Claude Welch, "Trinity," Handbook of Christian Theology, ed. Marvin Halverson 
(New York: Meridian, 1958) 367. 
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A good case may be made that the traditional problem of evil is a signif
icant criticism of a theism grounded in speculation. The critic may have ex
posed a weakness in such a view of God. But the logical problem of evil as 
traditionally formulated fails to address the concrete concepts, much less the 
concrete realities, at the heart of biblical revelation, Christian faith, and cur
rent theology. It not only fails, its abstractions pale and disintegrate in the 
face of the crucified God, the Triune God who acts redemptively in history 
transforming evil into good and death into life. Death and life have con
tended, but the logical problem of evil in its traditional form does not seri
ously raise or answer the problem in these concrete terms. It is even oblivious 
to the idea of such a struggle. 

A Christian theism that is grounded in the biblical and historical materials 
views God as suffering with us, for us, and in us. As Father God suffers with 
us, as Son God suffers for us, and as Holy Spirit God suffers in us. God the 
Father is the source of all creation and is thus directly or indirectly respon
sible for evil and suffering. Being responsible, He shares the agony of His 
created and dependent world. Our pain is His pain. Our struggle is His too. 
Surely any formulation of the logical problem must account for at least the 
concept that God the Father is with the world in its evil and suffering. More
over, the problem of evil can be legitimately raised and evaluated only in 
terms of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, His creative and 
providential love expressed in history, and His actual transforming struggle 
with the alien factor—evil. And, if we seriously consider our problem in 
terms of the Trinity, we must address not only God in Christ at work in our 
midst, but also the concept of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the believer. 
God suffers not only for us in the person and work of Jesus Christ, He suffers 
in us as Holy Spirit. H. Wheeler Robinson has stated in excellent style the 
relation of suffering, the believer, and the Holy Spirit. He writes: 

Such an intimate association of Himself (God as Holy Spirit) with us 
cannot mean anything but continual suffering for God, even though it is a 
suffering transfused with the joy of sanctifying the sinful. This is recognized 
in the New Testament, where we hear of God as Holy Spirit being grieved 
by our sin (Eph iv. 30), insulted by wilful relapse (Heb χ. 29), teaching our 
infant lips to cry, Abba, and witnessing with our spirit that we are God's 
children (Rom viii. 15f), helping our weakness and making intercession for 
us(Romviii. 26).6 

The concrete concept of the Trinity—God as suffering with us, for us, 
and in us—shatters the abstractions of the traditional problem and requires 
that we redefine our terms and create different, often new categories both to 

Ή . Wheeler Robinson, Suffering: Human and Divine (London: SCM, 1940) 180. 
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state and to address, positively and negatively, the problem of evil. Surely 
the elements within the logical problem need radical redefinition in terms of 
a loving God who is the Source and End of being and yet who dies upon a 
cross and transforms death, as well as suffering, into creative redemption and 
the opportunity not only for good but for caring and loving. 

RATIONALITY AND THE EXISTING INDIVIDUAL 

There is a second deficiency in the traditional formulation of the logical 
problem of evil. In brief, the charge of irrationality, which is based on the 
logical dilemma, omits an essential reference to the existing individual and 
limits reason to formal logic. This second deficiency is akin to the first, yet 
is distinct. Its kinship lies in its abstractness and in its relevance for the terms 
of the problem. Its difference is constituted by its focus upon the implications 
of the logical dilemma for the rationality or irrationality of Christian theism. 

The problem of evil is fundamentally existential in its origin, application, 
and solution. Evil is met by an existing individual in this or that event within 
the larger structures of his or her lived situation. This fact has significant im
plications for our statement and understanding of the problem of evil. "Since 
the problem of evil does not exist in abstraction from such particular per
sons," George Mavrodes argues, "it cannot be solved in abstraction from 
such persons any more than a physician could cure influenza without curing 
any particular patients."7 A solution could certainly be worked out in ab
straction and then applied to particular persons. But no solution can be 
reached that does not include as part of its answer the concrete existing in
dividual, the singular, as a metaphysical category. Nor can the problem be 
formulated without some reference to the existing individual, the one of flesh 
and bone who suffers and dies. Does not Christian theism contend that with 
God's help the concrete person can transform evil into good? Was it not Pas
cal who changed suffering into a blessedness? Or was it not my uncle, 
"Socks" Milner, who transcended the cancer that took his life? But the ex
isting individual, the person who must strive with evil and suffering in the 
framework of history, is forgotten in the "absent-minded" rendering of our 
problem into the logical abstractions and the formal contradictions that arise 
from the three abstract statements about God and evil. The predicament of 
the existing individual is a dialectic of time and eternity, hope and despair, 
rationality and irrationality, faith and doubt, as well as alienation and mu
tuality, love and hate, struggle and fulfillment. This dialectic is enriched by 
passion and subjectivity, and it is grounded in relations, freedom, and crea-

7George Mavrodes, Belief in God (New York: Random House, 1970) 104. 
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tivity. To desert the fundamental dialectic of the existing individual in the 
very statement of the logical problem is to "desert existence," again to substi
tute the abstract for the concrete. Let's not forget Pascal, "Socks," or. . . . 

And let's not forget that Christian theism claims to be firmly rooted in 
existential reason—reason bound to existing individual and historical events. 
As such, Christian theism exhibits an inclusive and a distinct view of ration
ality, a view which, unlike the abstractions of formal logic, is tied to an ex
isting individual in a historical matrix. Theism and its theodicies are thus to 
be judged by the standards that reflect the existential realities and the life-
world, standards such as empirical coherence, empirical adequacy, compre
hensiveness, existential depth, appreciation, applicability, and workability (a 
pragmatic standard). These measures are more fundamental for theism than 
the formal standards because the concrete is more basic for theism than the 
abstract. The critic cannot alter this fact without creating a strawman, a pale 
image of concrete reality and the reason that is tied to it yet reflects it. But 
many critics insist that Christian theism is irrational because its explanations 
of evil exhibit formal inconsistency and incoherence among the three state
ments about God and evil. In this insistence, there lies the assumption that 
formal thought is either the highest form of rationality or the strategic con
sideration in determining the rationality or irrationality of Christian theism. 
Yet, amazingly, such an assumption omits one of the central considerations 
in the statement and the evaluation of the problem of evil—the existing in
dividual—and it suffers from what S0ren Kierkegaard calls "absent-mind
edness" and the desertion of existence.8 

Formal logic is abstract, an echo or shadow at best of the actual individ
ual and the historical milieu. Its abstractness lies in its limited concern for the 
structural validity or invalidity of arguments. Sound arguments are structur
ally correct (valid), true, relevant to the issue at hand, and grounded in an 
existential or experiential matrix. But formal logic is not concerned with the 
truth of the statements in the argument, the argument's relevancy, or the con
crete matrix. It, consequently, cannot provide either concrete understanding 
or concrete solutions to the problem of evil, though it be extremely practical 
in these endeavors. It may provide order to our solutions and systems of ex
planation. Simplicity, consistency, and coherence are very important for the 
structuring of our thought, but they are not determinative of it. Logic may 
also yield clarity and rigor in our thinking. We cannot, however, equate its 
clarity and rigor with truth about existence. Formal logic is, admittedly, a 

8S0ren Kierkegaard, Λ Concluding Unscientific Postscript, tr. D. F. Swenson and W. 
Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton University, 1941) 277. 
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very important element of reason, but it is only one element. Reason is not 
one-eyed, for reason is grounded in the concrete events of history and in ex
isting individuals, and it is tied inextricably to experience, fact (interpreted 
events), action, creative vision, dialectic and perspective. 

If reason is not limited to formal logical standards, is it possible to say 
that Christian theism is irrational because some of its tenets are claimed to be 
illogical? Obviously not. A system alien to one's own viewpoint may be crit
icized from within or from without the system. The logical problem of evil, 
as traditionally stated, represents an attempt to establish the irrationality of 
Christian theism from within the theistic system itself. The charge of irra
tionality is based upon an alleged logical difficulty with three of the main ten
ets of theism. Any critic justifiably points to any problem within theism. 
Thankfully, many critics have spoken and their rigorous thinking has issued 
in immeasureable improvement in our understanding of God and evil. But in 
evaluating the logical problem of evil, the critic unjustifiably seizes solely 
upon the standards of logical consistency and coherence and separates them 
from the standard of empirical coherence and the other more important stan
dards for theism. The critic thus singles out the least essential aspect of 
theism's process of evaluation and transforms it into the central and telling 
consideration. Again the abstract is fallaciously substituted for the con
crete—existential reason is abandoned. 

THE GOOD NEWS: 
ACTUALITY AND TRANSFORMATION 

The good news is central to the message of Christianity, and it is foun
dational for the Christian views of God and God's relation to evil. Two key 
elements in the good news have been identified by H. Wheeler Robinson in 
his book, Redemption and Revelation—the one actuality, the other transfor
mation. Concerning actuality Robinson writes: "Christ does in time what 
God is always doing in eternity. Our only way of realizing the eternal reality 
is to concentrate on the temporal actualization of it, and to see God in Christ 
reconciling the world unto Himself."9 In the person and work of Christ the 
grace and power of the eternal God is actualized in time. Evil is not simply 
countered or opposed, rather in Christ God's eternal grace is temporally in
stantiated so as to effect redemption and revelation and, hence, to gain vic
tory over evil. But still the eternal act of reconciliation is temporal or, if you 
will, historical. Though redemption is eternal and actualized in Christ, the 
reality of evil and the ambiguities of human existence remain. Evil, suffer-

9H. Wheeler Robinson, Redemption and Revelation (London: Nisbet, 1942) 270-71. 
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ing, and death are elements of our experience still. They are ambiguously 
mixed with good, well-being, and life. There is, however, a new element 
within the historical matrix of evil and ambiguity. God in Christ has suffered 
and died for the sins of the world, but He has transformed His cross of death 
into the actual source of life. And, significantly, He has extended the ' ' divine 
principle of transformation to all human history."10 God has, is, and will 
transform the evil and the varied ambiguities of history that it spawns into 
occasions of good and redemption. 

Moreover, history and historical events, especially historical persons, 
are processes, and so too are redemptive events. As processes they are con
crescences of the past, the present, and the future. A growing together or in
tegration of data is literally the essential structure of each and every historical 
and redemptive event. Disparate elements are integrated, as what was op
posed is included and transformed into a new order. Accordingly, the mean
ing of any historical event (evil, good, or a mixture of the two) is not found 
solely in the isolated event itself. No such event even exists. "The meaning 
of an event is the ultimate fact arising from that event, "11 in other words, the 
transformed fact. 

The good news is characterized by a tension of elements grounded in the 
historical processes and eternal dimensions of redemption. What is true eter
nally is true historically. The Kingdom has come, but it is to come, for it is 
not yet. The eternal reign of God is realized in Christ's coming, and it is com
pleted in Christ's second coming. Christ is thus both the new beginning, the 
First, who transforms history and gives it a new shape and a new meaning, 
and the end, the Last, who provides history its direction and final fulfillment. 
Between the new beginning and the final fulfillment lie the historical process 
and human ambiguities. Although Christ has achieved the initial victory and 
will consummate it in His second coming, human lives, social institutions, 
and other historical events continue to express the ultimate values of authen
ticity, truth, holiness, beauty, goodness, and justice amid frailty, mortality, 
sin, defeat, meaninglessness, in short, amid tragedy. But the good news pro
claims that within the incompleteness of our lives, an incompleteness tragi
cally marked, the "eternal principle of transformation" operates. Ultimate 
meaning and eternal redemption (grace) are working themselves out histori
cally. The process is not yet complete, for the process is historical reality. But 
the principle of transformation has been extended to all creation and what is 
true eternally, as well as accomplished in the victory of Christ's cross, will 
be completed historically in Christ's final victory. 

10Ibid.,274. 
nIbid.,275. 
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Christian theism's knowledge of the relation of God to evil and the am
biguities of history is grounded concretely in the full redemptive nature and 
the complete work of God in Christ. Yet this grounding is precisely what is 
omitted from the traditional logical problem of evil. In the logical problem 
the goodness and the omnipotence of God are set against the reality of evil 
and against each other. But nowhere in the problem do we find any reference 
to the actuality or even the idea of divine redemption and the transforming 
quality of God's actions within and beyond time. Nor does the problem ac
knowledge that redemption is a process that involves ambiguity and signifi
cance. May we not then suspect that the problem is actually a pseudo-
problem for Christian theism? To what does the logical problem apply? It cer
tainly has little, if any, relevance for the concrete reality or the concrete con
cept of God's redemption as understood within Christianity. Again, must it 
not apply only to a weakly Christianized monotheism, an abstraction of the 
redeeming God of Christian faith and thought? The actuality and the trans
formation of grace are unfortunately deleted in the abstraction, whereas the 
biblical and Christian perspectives assert the reality of both. Is Christian 
theism irrational then because the logical problem frames a contradiction and 
poses a dilemma, but omits one of the more important elements of Christian 
theism's understanding of the relation of God and evil? The answer can only 
be "no." 

CONCRETENESS: 
"HE IS HANGING ON THIS GALLOWS" 

Questions are dependent phenomena. They arise from perspectives; they 
are colored by the particular features of perspectives; and they are answered, 
if at all, within perspectives. The traditional formulation of the logical prob
lem is no exception. Its question of the relation of God and evil is tied to a 
monotheistic framework that asserts both the existence of evil as well as 
God's goodness, power, and knowledge. This framework, moreover, allows 
a rigorous statement and evaluation of the logical problem of evil. Its ques
tion of the relation of goodness, evil, knowledge, and power, the contradic
tions raised by the question, and the dilemma posed by the contradictions 
may even be legitimate and forceful. It should be observed, however, that the 
contradictions and the dilemma have been well countered within the mono
theistic framework by arguments that seek to unravel the problem by the ad
dition of other propositions to the three main theistic tenets in the traditional 
formulation. Nevertheless, the rigor of both the traditional formulation and 
the counterarguments is relevant only to the perspective in which they func
tion—a perspective that proves to be no more than a weakly Christianized 
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monotheism, a general monotheism, or orthodox speculation. Their rigor, 
though quite evident, is thus irrelevant to a Christian theism that is based 
upon the concrete realities of redemption as reflected in biblical revelation 
and Christian experience. The traditional formulation and the counterargu
ments may be rigorous, but their rigor is applied to the God of the philoso
phers and the God of monotheism—abstractions all. It is not applied to the 
crucified God, the concrete God who actually suffers eternally and histori
cally and who transforms existing individuals in the life-world. 

For Elie Wiesel, as a child imprisoned in the concentration camps of Nazi 
Germany, Nietzsche's cry of the death of God became an existential reality. 
In his book, Night, Wiesel recounts his reaction to the brutal hanging of a 
small and innocent child. He writes: 

The three victims mounted together onto the chairs. 
The three necks were placed at the same moment within the nooses. 
"Long live liberty!" cried the two adults. 
But the child was silent. 
"Where is God? Where is he?" someone behind me asked. 
At a sign from the head of the camp, the three chairs tipped over. 
Total silence throughout the camp. On the horizon, the sun was setting. 
"Bare your heads!" yelled the head of the camp. His voice was rau

cous. We were weeping. 
' 'Cover your heads ! ' ' 
Then the march past began. The two adults were no longer alive. Their 

tongues hung swollen, blue-tinged. But the third rope was still moving; 
being so light, the child was still alive. . . . 

For more than half an hour he stayed there, struggling between life and 
death, dying in slow agony under our eyes. And we had to look him full in 
the face. He was still alive when I passed in front of him. His tongue was 
still red, his eyes were not yet glazed. 

Behind me, I heard the same man asking: 
"Where is God now?" 
And I heard a voice within me answer him: 
"Where is He? Here He is—He is hanging on this gallows. . . . " 
That night the soup tasted of corpses.12 

Such moments are literally horrifying and they turn absurd faces to the 
questioning eyes of both believers and nonbelievers. Yet within the horror 
and absurdity of these evil events Christian faith recalls a similar and distinct 
event, an event it judges to be revelatory of God's relation to evil. This rev
elatory event, Jesus of Nazareth hanging on a cross, is the central event for 
Christian faith, and it is the key-category that yields both meaning in the 

12Elie Wiesel, Night, tr. S. Rodway (New York: Hill and Wang, 1960) 70-71. 
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abode of absurdity and hope in the presence of horror. The death of Jesus, a 
concrete existing individual, is not viewed by Christian faith as simply the 
death of a young and an innocent man, though this is certainly the case. It is 
primarily seen as the very crucifixion of God. Here God is—' 'He is hanging 
here on this gallows. . . . " In the suffering and the death of Jesus, God suffers 
and dies. It is because the cross is not the cross of a man only, but of Jesus 
Christ, the Son of God in the flesh, that the cross actualizes eternal grace in 
history and becomes the transforming quality in human existence. If the sym
bol of the cross were not such a commonplace occurrence, the terrifying mys
tery and the relentless paradox of the event would threaten us with existential 
and theoretical meaninglessness in a way far more severe than that of the 
hanging of an innocent child. Yet amazingly, it is in this mysterious and par
adoxical event that Christian faith sees God in Christ reconciling the world. 
And, equally astonishing, Christian theism finds its revealing clue to the 
problem of evil in the same dynamics of a redemptive crucifixion. The cross 
does not reveal an impassible or apathetic God. The cross reveals a crucified 
God, a God of love and transformation, a God who acts decisively in history, 
a God for whom evil and grace are quite costly. 

Must not the logical problem of evil, if it is to have any relevancy for 
thought, address Christian faith's essential perspective on the cross as God in 
Christ reconciling the world? And, if it does not address this essential per
spective, must we not conclude that it fails to properly (concretely) address 
the matter at hand? But this is what we must conclude, for the concept of God 
in Christ reconciling the world has been omitted historically, and there is lit
tle evidence that this omission is being changed even now. The problem 
rather continues to be expressed in a form that abstracts the elements of God's 
power, goodness, and knowledge from the concrete reality and even the con
crete concept of God in Christ reconciling the world. No mention is ever 
made of the dynamics of the Trinity, the cross, the existing individual, or the 
actuality and the transformation of the gospel. The traditional problem, as 
historically and currently stated, thus commits the fallacy of misplaced con
creteness and any use of it to evaluate the credibility of Christian theism is 
void. 
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